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COMPANY
Mining Farm Italia is a Novus Chain srl and Levita Srl project.
Levita Srl was born as a CLOUD PROVIDER (www.levita.cloud) and oﬀers services
related to cloud computing and virtual servers - such as: web hosting, domain and
DNS management, storage, cloud database, cloud attendance detection, cloud
video surveillance, design / creation of websites and e-commerce, drones’
shooting, IT security, business continuity and disaster recovery and it is provided
with its own SERVER FARM available which hosts about 2,500 hosted sites and
5,000 web domains managed for more than 2,500 customers .
With time and years of experience, Levita has now specialized not only on the
provision of cloud services, but also on IT training and BlockChain.
Finally Novus Chain Srl created its own brand name "Mining Farm Italia"; ﬁled
under the special section of the business register; that is totally dedicated to the
design, development and marketing of products and services based on BlockChain
technology. Speciﬁcally, the BlockChain is a shared and non-alterable database,
used for recording a history of transactions. This communication protocol allows
the development of a new generation of transactional applications that provides
trust, accountability and transparency to its users, since transactions and
registrations are protected from changes and subsequent revisions, from
cancellation attempts and from alteration of any kind or type.
Our Company owns a mining farm of about 900 square meters, that uses facilities
for over 350,000 KW per year, powered by renewable energy, in order to
guarantee almost total autonomy and energy independence.
The Farm has been operational since February 2018 as a MINING FARM and it is,
from an innovative point of view, a production facility of the highest technological
level equipped with 24/7 alarm and monitoring systems. All systems are
redundant in order to guarantee the maximum possible uptime.
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ABSTRACT
The investments market is changing. Business methods are changing so quickly
that classic rules and exhchange regulations are actually facing a true revolution.
Technological innovation has completely transformed the markets with
e-business and cryptocurrencies, which have now established themselves in our
society to the point of marking a dividing line between the before and after.
Cryptocurrencies currently play a central role for companies that have long-term
goals and are projected into the future; in fact some companies already oﬀer the
option to their employees to receive their salary in crypto and to their customers
to pay for goods and services using cryptocurrencies.
It is increasingly important for companies to diﬀerentiate their products and
thanks to the progress we are witnessing, it is now possible to implement
new resources capable of creating value for the entire social environment.
It is always diﬃcult to predict the future, but by now we can risk that the Web,
cryptocurrencies and technological development in general are the new three
players in the world and business.
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MISSION
Our main goal is to oﬀer the miningfarmitalia.it services to an ever-growing
audience of companies and individuals, through the MF (Mining Farm) token: link
between our customers and the world of professional mining.
Medium-long term investments such as housing, cloud mining and rig purchase
services will become even more convenient and more easy to reach for those who
use MF Token.
In our shop you will be able to have access to numerous promotions that will give
Token holders priority and privileges for the most requested services.
With MF you can immediately buy real assets. That is why a solid economic base is
created through the private sale of the token to our regular customers, so that the
value of the token remains stable once it is placed on the market. Therefore it is
our founders, our most loyal customers, who decide to invest in MF Token through
private agreements.
We see in MF, a crypto token that has the possibility to set itself into a new rapidly
expanding market niche, as the sale of machines and services associated with
cryptocurrency mining, starting from services and products of Miningfarmitalia.it.
Unlike many other tokens, which have no value before crowdfunding, MF can be
immediately used to purchase our goods, even before the sales campaigns are
over.
We see in professional mining an important possibility for our customers who,
through the Token, become part of a privileged elite in this sector.
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Although it is common to think that mining or activities related to
cryptocurrencies are not eco-sustainable, we are convinced that the technologies
developed on the blockchain can be a keystone for environmental sustainability;
stimulating progress and sensitivity towards renewable energies, in order to
obtain greater proﬁts from mining, can ﬁnally create a system that brings beneﬁts
both to the environment and to investments.
Mining Farm Italia is an eco-friendly company, it supports a business model that
invests in mining using solar and hydroelectric resources to meet its energy
needs; technology at the service of others is the distinctive matrix of Mining Farm
Italia.
The goal is to actively involve companies and individuals in participating on the
economic and environmental revolution we are witnessing.
MF Token is the tool that allows investors to conveniently start entering an
ecosystem of products and services aimed at increasing their capital by exploiting
the potential of cryptocurrencies.
MF token, unlike many other cryptocurrencies, is a project that bases its roots on a
real business that has been running for years, Mining Farm Italia develops its own
volume just from selling products and at the same time places itself on a growing
market that can increase its capitalization.
We are a real project, as real as our mining farm is made up of professionals who
work daily on Mining Farm Italia projects. For this reason, we can not oﬀer
exceding discount percentages on the sale of our Token. Having set ourselves the
goal of selling our products using MF Token, we do not want to allow an
uncontrolled devaluation to be created due to too high bonuses, which is harmful
for us as well as for our customers.
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TEAM
MiningFarmItalia, a company that has believed in professional mining for years.
Located in the Umbrian hills in the green heart of Italy, powered by renewable
energy, controlled by alarm systems and active monitoring 24/7, our mining farm
is among the ﬁrst Italian companies dedicated to professional mining.
A team of experts and a research laboratory specialized in digitization are
constantly dedicated to the design and development of high-performance and
qualitatively innovative products and services. Only with the development of more
and more advanced technologies is it possible to guarantee a higher quality that
satisﬁes our customer's needs.
In our mining farm it is possible to safely and eﬃciently mine Ethereum and a
large number of other crypto.
Mining Farm Italia will introduce MF (Mining Farm Token) a crypto that gives our
customers privileges purchasing on the MiningFarmItalia.it platforms.
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ROADMAP
  

  

  

Mining Farm Built

Upgrade Mining Farm
Mining Rig Sale

MiningFarmItalia.it
Website

   



  

Token Concept
Create a team to
develop the Token

Improvement of the
energy plant by
investing in renewable
sources.

CloudMining Service
Blockchain Project

    

   

   

MiningFarmItalia.it
Rework
Engaging multiple
communities

Newsletter
WhitePaper

Announcement
MediaAwareness
TokenPrivateSale

   

    

   

MobileApp

List in exchange DEX

Airdrop
Events &Partnership
Opening Investment
project to private
company

    

   

    

MF Wallet
NewHeadquarters

Hydroelectric plant
implementation

List MF Token in
exchange
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TOKENOMICS

Owner

%

Net

PrivateSale

8%

8.000.000

PreSale

15%

15.000.000

Sale

35%

35.000.000

Company

23%

23.000.000

LiquidityPool

13%

13.000.000

Stake&Mining

4%

4.000.000

Airdrop&Cashback

2%

2.000.000
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PRE-SALE
Durata

Sconto

%Venduta

Phase1

30days

10%

20%

Phase2

30days

6%

30%

Phase3

30days

4%

50%

PHASE 1
Durata

Sconto

StakeInStock

30days

15%

CashBack

until 31/12/2022

5%

Tokens purchased in staked stocks will be blocked until 31-12-2022

5% of the MF spent on our site will be returned to your wallet, on
all MiningFarmItalia.it products purchased with our MF token.
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MF TOKEN
The Mining Farm Token (MF), is a token based on Ethereum (ERC20) blockchain;
Ethereum is open source, based on blockchain, distributed on an IT platform
oriented towards smart contracts.
Smart contracts are applications stored on the Ethereum blockchain. These
contracts are cryptographically secure and can verify or enforce the performance
of the contract.
The following technology was chosen because these tokens are based on
Ethereum, and this platform allows us to create smart contracts and dApps that
are crucial for the management of the token; moreover, as today, the ERC20
network is still the safest, a quality that in our case has priority over everything
else, since MF token is a crypto which you can buy real assets with. Furthermore,
in 2022 we are expecting a Ethereum update, that aimes at lowering the costs for
transaction fees (gas).
From now on it will be possible to purchase MiningFarmItalia ‘s products and services using the MF Token.
MF Token price will remain locked until the end of the Sale, in which it will be
possible to take advantage of 5% cashback of the products in our shop.
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GET TOKEN
To buy MF Token you must have a ERC20 wallet.
https://metamask.io/
In order to purchase the token from www.MiningFarmItalia.it you will need to
register or simply login on our reserved area.
Once the sale period will be over, you will still be able to buy the token through our
shop and the sale will be listed on the blockchain. The actual value of the token
will depend on the market value.
On miningfarmitalia.it there will always be active promotions for whom wants to
use MF Token as payment method, and that will be the most convenient way to
make purchases in our shop.
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BOUNTY CAMPAIGN
A total of 500,000.00 MF Tokens will be released for Bounty campaigns and for
Airdrops.
The remaining Tokens from the ﬁrst Bounty Campaign will be reinvested for future
campaigns, that will be announced and published on our channels:
Facebook, Instagram, Telegram, Twitter, Youtube, Discord of our community.
Our ﬁrst campaing will start on the 22/02/2022.
All our partners will start following our channels on Telegram, Discord, the
“Mining Farm Italia” page on Facebook and Instagram and @MFToken on Twitter.
The Bounty Campaing will be open for every Hunter that wants to take part on
MFToken sponsoring campaing.
The Bounty Campaing will happen as follows:
Sponsor on Twitter and, later on, one of your choice between
Instagram or Facebook
Post a YouTube video that explains the MFToken project;
If you want to increase your reward, it is recommended that you use all available
channels.
Do you want to become Sheriﬀ ? Contact us at: mftoken@miningfarm.it
Our Hunters’ Bounty Campaigns will be veriﬁed by specialized technical systems.
The Sheriﬀ will be responsible on permanently ban those users that do not follow
the criteria needed to meet the requirements, so that those users will not be able
to take part on following campaigns.
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GET TOKEN

Min Weekly Posts : 2
Max Weekly Posts : 4
Min Number of Friends on Hunter Account : 500
Add Mining Farm Italia on your Friend List

Min Post/Reels weekly : 2
Max Post/Reels weekly : 4
Min Followers required: 800
Follow the Mining Farm Italia Oﬃcial Account

Include
the following
Hashtags on your posts:
Include the
following
Hashtags
on your posts:
Per acquistare
MF
Token
è necessario
avere un
wallet
ERC20
#MiningFarm #Fintech #Blockchain #tokenMF
#MFtoken

https://metamask.io/

Like Mining Farm Italia Oﬃcial page Posts

#MiningFarm #Fintech #Blockchain #MFToken
#tokenMF and tag @miningfarmitalia
Like Mining Farm Italia Oﬃcial page Posts
@miningfarmitalia

Hunters whoilchoose
Facebook
will access a 10%
Per acquistare
token
da www.MiningFarmItalia.it
occorre registrarsi o
Hunters who choose Instagram will access a 20%
BONUS on the MFToken
semplicemente eﬀettuare il login nella propria
area
riservata.
BONUS
on the
MFToken
Reward is 350 MF monthly
Reward is 500 MF monthly

Finito il periodo di vendita, il Token rimarrà acquistabile nel nostro shop e verrà
listato nei mercati, il valore di MF dipenderà dal suo andamento nei mercati
globali.
Min Followers account 10
Min Tweets weekly : 2
Min video lenght 3 mins
Max Tweets weekly : 4
Sul sito miningfarmitalia.it
rimarranno
attive
promozioni
per coloro che
Min likes
on a video 30 sempre
Min num
followers:
500
Video must
providedcome
with English
subtitles
utilizzeranno
MFbeToken
metodo
di pagamento, diventando per gli utenti il
Follow @MFToken Oﬃcial on Twitter
modoOur
piùStaﬀ
conveniente
per pagare
nelonnostro shop.
will assign an evaluation
of the video
5 Steps
Tweets must include the following Hashtags:
Bad Quality : banned for YouTube Bounty
#MiningFarm #Fintech #Blockchain #MFToken
Campaign
#tokenMF and tag @mf_token
Low quality : 150 MF
Good quality : 300 MF
Like the oﬃcial page Tweets @mf_token
Great quality : 600 MF
You must re-tweet all MFToken Oﬃcial page
If your video will be evaluated as AWESOME you
tweet
will win 1000 MF and many beneﬁts during the
campaign period.
Reward is 500 MF monthly

Campaign BOTs:
Scheduled for all days of the Airdrop a certaign quantity of MF as a tribute to
those who enter the Telegram or Discord channel, max once a day per
account
for each tag on Instagram-Facebook Post oor Story
For each re-tweet with hashtag, or tweet dedicated to our MFToken
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COMMUNITY & PROMOTION
Our goal is to create a community around our MiningFarmItalia.it platform in order
to be able to involve as much MFToken holders as possible.
By purchasing products (hardware such as mining RIGS, video cards) or services
(Cloud Mining, Housing) with MF Token you will always have the opportunity to
access exclusive promotions, staying updated through our channels allows you
will not miss the best deals.
During thw whole Sale Campaign period you will get 5% Cashback on every
purchase that you will do using MF.
During the Sale period it is possible to buy MF Token at a discounted price, in order
to know the details of the Sale campaign promotions just visit our portal.
Once the Sale campaign is over, you can take advantage of several promotions on
our e-commerce website for those users that owns MF.
We will promote new oﬀers on our SocialMedia, follow us to be up to date.
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DISCLAIMER
This Whitepaper was prepared by Mining Farm Italia & Novus Chain.
The Whitepaper is created for potential investors who are familiar with the
business and aﬀairs of Mining Farm Italia.
Our Whitepaper is not an investment risk assessment tool and does not serve as a
recommendation with respect to any transaction or purchase decision.
Each potential investor should evaluate all associated risks and uncertainties.
The Whitepaper is not intended to be a prospectus or oﬀering document,
therefore it does not constitute an exhortation to the sale or to the purchase of
stocks, in any jurisdiction.
Mining Farm Italia does not provide or organize any personal ﬁnancial program for
the purchase of MF in relation to the following Whitepaper.
This Whitepaper is informative in nature and may be subject to sudden changes
over time.
There is no obligation for Mining Farm Italia to amend, modify or update this
Whitepaper or to notify any investor in real time if the information changes or
subsequently becomes inaccurate.
Nothing in the Whitepaper constitutes legal, ﬁnancial or tax advice; each investor
is invited to consult their legal, ﬁnancial or tax advisor or professional regarding
the impact of the transactions or issues described in this Whitepaper.
Any statement contained in this document in relation to tax matters are not
intended to be used by any taxpayer in order to avoid any tax penalties that may
be imposed.
It is expressly forbidden to copy, reproduce, distribute and disseminate the
following document without the prior written consent of Mining Farm Italia.
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